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Abstract. Multiscale computational approach is used to evaluate microscopic parameters for simulation of UN 
nuclear fuel behavior at macroscopic models of mechanistic fuel codes. Atomistic simulation of point defects 
behavior, thermodynamic model for defects density, simulation of primary radiation impact due to collision 
cascades, calculations of fuel thermodynamic characteristics are presented in this work. 
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1. Introduction 

Nitride fuel is recognized as one of the most perspective fuels for the liquid metal cooled 
generation IV fast reactors (FR). The constraint for the design and safety justification of the 
rectors based on nitride fuel is the poor understanding of its properties especially related to 
the fuel behavior under irradiation in the reactor core. The extensive experimental studies are 
performed to eliminate this drawback; however, these investigations are generally rather time-
consuming and expensive. Therefore, the approaches based on modern theoretical methods of 
material science gain a particular importance providing possibility of deeper insight of the 
processes in the nitride fuels under high temperatures and irradiations. 

This approach is especially valuable for tuning of best-estimate codes simulating behavior of 
the fuel and rodsin the reactor core. An example is the new generation mechanistic single rod 
code BERKUT [1], which is presently under elaboration in IBRAE RAS in the framework of 
the "New generation codes" branch of the “BREAKTHROUGH” (or “PRORYV”) project. 
The theory based approach allows refining the poorly defined microscopic parameters of 
specific models implemented into the code. Therefore such calculations are the bridge 
between the microscale consideration and the meso- or macroscale simulations typical for the 
mechanistic codes. The calculations are presently used to an increasing extent due to fast 
development of the computer power and numerical methods for the solution of the atomic-
scale problems using quantum mechanics, molecular dynamic (MD) and Monte Carlo 
methods. Some results of these calculations are given in this work. The concentrations and 
diffusivities of the point defects were calculated for nitride fuel resulting in important data for 
analysis of nitride fuel sintering and dissociation [2], [3] as well as for evolution of the fuel 
microstructure and fission product (FP) behavior [4]–[6]. In addition, the estimates were 
obtained for the uranium, nitrogen or oxygen self-diffusion coefficients and the microscopic 
parameters of the FP release from fuel via recoil and knock-out mechanisms. 
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2. Simulation of fuel defect behavior 

Simulation of fuels defects behavior in nitride fuel was carried on by calculations combining 
density functional theory (DFT) and classical molecular dynamics. DFT calculations pursue 
the dual goal. On the one hand, they provide completion of the data base for development and 
validation of the inter-atomic potentials for molecular dynamics. On the other hand, DFT 
techniques are used for the direct calculations of the defect properties, e.g. their activation 
energies. At the same time, MD simulations basing on the designed potentials promote 
finding of important atomic configurations for DFT calculations. Note that the MD-generated 
atomic configurations obtained by the system energy minimization do not generally 
correspond to the exact minima and hence should be additionally relaxed by special DFT 
procedure. Nevertheless, the preliminary MD calculations significantly simplify search of the 
defect stable states. In this work, the DFT calculations were performed using VASP 5.2 code 
[7], see details in [8]. 
 

2.1. Interatomic potential 

To simulate the interatomic interaction in the nitride fuel, the angular-dependent potential 
(ADP) was designed; details of its development and validation are given in paper [8]. The 
force-matching method [9] implemented in the potfit code [10] was used for this purpose. In 
this method the interatomic potential functions are tuned to accurately reproduce the per-atom 
forces as well as the total energy and stresses computed at the ab initio level for a fine-tuned 
set of reference structures. Therefore the method allows development of the physically 
grounded potentials basing on DFT calculations without use of experimental data. The 
verification shows that the potential reproduces defect energies in agreement with the DFT 
estimations [8]. In addition, ADP correctly describes the thermodynamic properties. 
 

2.2. MD simulations 

The calculations performed with the elaborated potential have shown that the uranium antisite 
defects (UN) play an important role in defects behaviour. Uranium atom from the interstitial 
position (Ui) passes to the nitrogen regular site in the lattice. In this case, formation of UN 
occurs with displacing nitrogen atom to the interstitial defect (Ni). Antisite defects are 
common for compounds formed from the components of similar chemical nature, such as SiC 
or metallic alloys. In case of uranium mononitride, UN is quite favourable defect due to 
relatively small displacements produced in the uranium sub-lattice. Table I shows the basic 
formation energies of point defects and energy barrier for formation of UN and Ni from Ui as 
found from DFT and MD calculations. It is seen that the results of the both approaches are 
close to each other. 
The diffusivity for various point defects (i.e. diffusion coefficients of atoms via defect 
diffusion) was evaluated in this work. The MD calculations were performed for the simulation 
box containing ca. 2000 atoms and one point defect, see details in [8], [11]. The diffusivity of 
atoms (U or N) at the presence of given defect is determined by the displacements of all 
atoms in a system with time: 

 2
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where r is displacement of the i-th atom, M is the number of atoms of the same type 
(uranium or nitrogen), t is the computation time; index Y may be equal to U or N and index 
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def may be equal to I (interstitial) or V (vacancy). The value so calculated is related to the 
point defect diffusivity as: 

 Y
def defD D ,  (2) 

where Ddef is diffusion coefficient of point defect and α is a constant of about 1 (see [12] for 
details). Unlike the uranium dioxide [12], the diffusivities of atoms in both sub-lattices of UN 
are quite close to each other. The existence of two regions in the dependence ( )U

ID T was 
discussed in [8]. The temperature dependencies of calculated diffusivities are shown in FIG. I. 

 
TABLE I: DEFECT FORMATION ENERGIES AND REACTION ENERGY OF UN + Ni 
FORMATION IN eV UNITS 

Defect MD DFT 

Uranium Frenkel pair, U
FPE  6.2 7.1 

Nitrogen Frenkel pair, N
FPE  4.0 4.9 

Sсhottky defect, SDE  4.6 4.7 

 i N iU U N  , AsE  0.7 0.6 

 

 
FIG. I. Nitrogen and Uranium diffusivities via various defects 

 

3. Thermodynamic model of defects concentration 

Equations of thermodynamic equilibrium for concentrations of the point defects take the 
form: 
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where x is the stoichiometry deviation in UN1+x , [def] is the defect concentration, k is the 
Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, defS  is the vibration entropy and defE is formation 
energy of the defect; FP, SD and As denotes the Frenkel pair, Sсhottky defect and antisite, 
respectively. The values of Sdef may be estimated as 6k [13]. Dependencies of the defect 
concentrations on x calculated solving Eq. (3) are shown in FIG. II for T = 1500 K and T = 
2000 K. 

 
FIG. II. The dependencies of defects concentrations in UN1+x on x (the results are given for two 
different temperatures). 

 
There is a boundary of physically justified solution for the Eqs. (3).  The uranium antisite 
defects may be considered as nano-size nuclei of pure uranium. At negative value of x, the 
concentration [UN] may be about 0.001 that can be interpreted as the formation of uranium. 
On the other hand, at the positive value of x, large concentrations [VU] and [Ni] correspond to 
formation of U2N3. It can be assumed that in case when any defect concentration [def] 
achieves value about 10–3 , the formation of pure uranium (at negative x) or U2N3 (at positive 
x) takes place. The existence of the narrow area of UN homogeneity agrees well with the 
experimental data. However, more accurate model should take into account thermodynamic 
properties of all phases and description of the phase transitions requires further investigation. 

For verification of the model, the coefficients of uranium and nitrogen self-diffusion, UD  and 
ND were calculated for various temperatures at x = 0 by formulas: 

 
[ ] [ ] [ ] ,

[ ] [ ] [ ] .

U U U U
i I U V N As

N N N N
i I N V N As

D U D V D U D
D N D V D U D

     

     
  (4) 

The results of simulation are plotted in FIG.III, where the experimental data for the nitrogen 
[14] and plutonium in PuN [15] self-diffusion coefficients are plotted for the comparison. It is 
seen the satisfactory agreement of calculations with the experiments, taking into account that 
the difference between calculated and measured values of ND  may be caused by difference 
in the conditions. It was supposed x = 0 in these calculations, however more correct condition 
should be related to the nitrogen pressure, which may be estimated using equation: 

 2
N2(g) [ ]g iP A N ,  (5) 

where Ag is the value depending only on temperature. In this work, the value of Ag was 
estimated with taking into account the dependencies of uranium and nitrogen self-diffusion 
coefficients on nitrogen pressure [14,15]. Such procedure allowed us to calculate the 
dependency of nitrogen pressure on x.  
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FIG. III. Temperature dependence of nitrogen/uranium self-diffusion coefficients at x = 0. 

 

4. Thermodynamic model of nitride fuel 

Description of transport properties and chemical behaviour of nitrogen released due to fission 
requires evaluation of its chemical potential in the fuel matrix. The nitrogen pressure over 
nonstoichiometric UN calculated by atomistic simulation and the thermodynamic model, Eqs. 
(3) and (5), is plotted in FIG.IV. Comparison with the available scanty experimental data [16] 
at T = 2000 K demonstrates rather good agreement. 
 

 
FIG.IV. N2(g) pressure over UN1+x (in atm units). 

 
For the stoichiometry deviations x ≥ 0,the nitrogen potential is approximated by correlation: 

 
2 2

1
0

( ) ( ) 1

for 01( , ) ( ) ln (0, )
2 2 1 ln forN c N g N

ax x aRTx T G T P T
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, (6) 

where 
2

0
( )N gG  is the Gibbs energy of the pure matter, T is the temperature, R is universal gas 

constant, 
2NP  is the nitrogen partial pressure over UN [17] and a is the temperature 

dependent fitting parameter approximated by function: 

 2 3
10 0 1 2 3log a b bT b T b T    ,  (7) 

which decreases with the temperature; parameters 0 1 2 3, , ,b b b b  are given in Table II. 
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TABLE II: PARAMETERS OF EQ.(7) 

0b  1
1 , Kb   2

2 , Kb   3
1, Kb   

37.2 –3.81×10–2 1.69×10–5 –2.83×10–9 

 

The testing of the model of nitrogen potential have demonstrated that the calculated results of 
equilibrium state of the irradiated fuel, in particular its phase composition are in a good 
agreement obtained by thermodynamic modelling in papers [18], [19]. 
Equation (6) is included into thermochemical model for the 'U, Pu-FP-N' system 
implemented into the code BERKUT. Evolution of phase composition of nitride fuels under 
typical FR irradiation conditions up to burnup ~10% including formation of U2N3 phase was 
simulated by example of two fuel compositions, U0.8Pu0.2N and U0.6Pu0.4N. The calculated 
U2N3 mass fractions in the center and peripheral pellet zones are plotted in FIG. V. As seen, 
the calculations predict decrease of the U2N3 content with the increase of the Pu fraction. 
Moreover the U2N3 fraction at the pellet periphery is less than in the center. The reason is the 
nitrogen binding in the matrix by FPs, mainly Zr and lanthanides, which is more effective at 
the pellet periphery due to lower temperature resulting in less free nitrogen to form U2N3. 

 

 
FIG.V. Evolution of U2N3 mass fraction. 

 

5. Parameters evaluation of models simulating FP behavior in cascades of secondary 
knock on atoms 

Important characteristic of multiscale model of nuclear fuel behavior is FP diffusivity. Two 
basic mechanisms are recognized to contribute to the experimentally observed dependence of 
FP diffusivity on fission rate F  [20]–[22]: electronic and ballistic stopping of the fission 
fragments in fuel. The first mechanism is associated with the thermal spike resulted from 
ionization of the material whereas the second one is associated with the cascades generated by 
primary knock on atoms (PKA) due to elastic atomic collisions. These mechanisms dominate 
in oxide fuel at temperatures below 1000 °С, so that the diffusivity is independent on 
temperature and follows simple correlation D AF  , where A ≈ 39 5 1m s2 10  [20] for  
uranium and an order of magnitude less for Xe [21]). Contribution of thermal spike is 
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suppressed in nitride fuel by an order of magnitude [21] due to higher thermal conductivity in 
comparison with oxide resulting in increase of the role of the ballistic mechanism.  
In this paper the calculations were performed combining Monte Carlo method (binary 
collision approximation) and MD to evaluate ballistic term of the atomic diffusivities in 
nitride and oxide fuels. First, the energy distributions of U- and N- or O-PKA were found 
using computer program SRIM [23] for the set of representative fission fragments (light and 
heavy ones). The  results of calculations  are illustrated in FIG.VI by example of PKAs 
generated in mononitride fuels by 138Xe with the initial energy of 71.4 MeV. 
 

 
FIG.VI. Energy distribution of PKAs in UN fuel at moving of Xe with initial energy of 71 MeV 

 
The averaged characteristics of the PKA cascades are given in Table III, which demonstrates 
that the average PKA energies only slightly depend on fuel type. The number of U-PKA is 
20% higher in nitride fuel than in oxide one. On the hand, the number of N-PKA is 40% less 
than that of O-PKA in oxide fuel. Also, the average characteristics are given in the table for 
the secondary knock-on atoms. 
At the second stage, the MD simulations were performed for fuel atoms behavior in the wake 
of the PKAs with different initial energies. The molecular dynamics code LAMMPS [24] was 
used for this purpose. For the calculations the 25х25х25 supercell was created. After 
thermodynamic equilibration (within 6 ps) in the NPT ensemble the velocity directed to the 
supercell interior was given to PKA. Analysis of the final spatial distributions of the atoms 
and their convolution with the PKA energy distribution allows evaluation of the mean atom 
displacements and therefore the a-thermal diffusivities. 
The results of calculation are given in Table IV for uranium and oxygen or nitrogen at 

1910F  m-3s-1 . It is seen that uranium a-thermal diffusivity in nitride fuel is 4 times greater 
than that in oxide fuel. In its turn the latter is three orders of magnitude less than the 
experimental value. This qualitatively corresponds to the conclusion drawn in [25] that 
contribution of the ballistic mechanism in oxide fuel do not exceed 1.5%  of the total 
diffusivity. 
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TABLE III. AVERAGE ENERGIES, NUMBERS AND RANGES OF FISSION FRAGMENTS AND 
KNOCK-ON ATOMS 

Particle 95Sr in UO2 95Sr in UN 138Xe in UO2 138Xe in UN 

Fission fragments 

Energy (MeV) 
Range (μm) 

 

102 
8,22 

 

102 
7,15 

 

71.4 
6,55 

 

71.4 
5,67 

PKA-U 

Energy (keV) 
Number 
Range (nm) 
PKA-O or PKA-N 

Energy (keV) 
Number 
Range (nm) 

 

4,21 
775 
3,96 
 

1,60 
707 
5,43 

 

3,87 
956 
3,84 
 

1,60 
413 
5,44 

 

6,24 
888 
4,58 
 

2,21 
869 
6,71 

 

5,91 
1103 
4,49 
 

2,01 
513 
6,30 

ko-U  

Energy (eV) 
Number 
Range (nm) 
ko-O or ko-N 

Energy (eV) 
Number 
Range (nm) 

 

169 
18200 
1,21 
 

140 
62200 
1,11 

 

159 
30400 
1,20 
 

140 
50700 
1,11 

 

175 
30900 
1,24 
 

152 
106000 
1,17 

 

174 
53000 
1,24 
 

149 
87500 
1,15 

 

TABLE IV. A-THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY AT 1910F  m-3s-1 IN UNITS OF m2/s. 

Atom UO2 UN 

U 1.1×10–23 4.5×10–23 

 
The calculations of the ko-atom characteristics can be used to evaluate FP release rate from 
the fuel near-surface region via ballistic mechanisms. According to Olander [26] the FP fluxes 
from the unit area of the fuel sample via recoil ( rec ) and knock-out ( ko ) mechanisms are 
calculated as: 

     

,    
4

1  , ,

d
ffrec

ko ko ko
Uko

y F

t c t t



  




 

 



 (8) 

where ff  is the fission fragment range, dy  is the FP cumulative yield due to fission, 

 c t  is the FP concentration in the fuel bulk, is the FP decay constant, 2ko ko
U Un F   is 

the typical time of ko-process ( U  is the uranium number density),  ,ko t   
is the 

function satisfying the infinite system of differential equations [26], [27]. The microscopic 
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parameters, mean ranges ko
U , and mean numbers ko

Un , of ko-atoms are appear in Eqs. (8). In 
early work (e.g. see [28]) these parameters were evaluated analytically using simplifying 
approaches. The combined Monte Carlo and MD calculations allow refining these estimates. 
The results of these calculations were implemented into the single rod code BERKUT. 

 

6. Conclusion 

Combined calculations based on quantum mechanics, Monte Carlo, molecular dynamics and 
thermodynamics were performed in this paper for evaluation of concentration and 
diffusivities of point defects, energy distributions and ranges of PKASs and ko-atoms in oxide 
and nitride fuels. This allows refining of the microscopic parameters of the model for FP 
release out of fuel via ballistic mechanisms, contributions of different defects to the atom self-
diffusivity in nitride and oxide fuels including a-thermal diffusivity. The results of 
calculations are implemented in the mechanistic single rod cod BERKUT. 
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